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FA manufacturing enterprises, such as 
automobile and machine tool manufactur-
ers, are expanding their production bases 
overseas to countries such as China and 
India, and are entering those overseas mar-
kets where infrastructure improvement and 
production facility investment are active.  
Meanwhile, in Japan, their equipment in-
vestment is concentrated to achieve high-
value-added products.  Therefore, Japanese 
FA manufacturers are changing to adopt a 
global business structure.  In response to 
these industry trends, electrical equipment 
manufacturers are actively developing new 
globally applicable products.  Furthermore, 
the implementation of safety related fea-
tures in Japanese Industrial Standard based 
on IEC-style risk assessment, and the ac-
celeration of energy reduction regulation to 
protect the global environment have af-
fected the requirements for electric equip-
ment.

Fuji Electric has launched new prod-
ucts, such as a G-TWIN breaker, a manual 
motor starter, and a φ16 shallow depth 
command switch, that support such true 
globalization. 

The cover photo illustrates the global 
compatibility of this equipment with an im-
age of true global equipment for surround-
ing of the Earth.
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Katsunori Kuboyama † 

Present Status and Future Outlook for 
Low-voltage Distribution Switching Equipment 
and Monitoring Control Equipment

1.	 Introduction

Instrument products for low-voltage distribution 
switching equipment and monitoring control equip-
ment are being used in control panels and distribution 
panels as critical protection and switching control 
equipment for low-voltage electric equipment.  These 
instrument products are used not only with the domes-
tic equipment of our customers in Japan but also are 
being exported for use with overseas equipment.

Additionally, based on the trend of increased local 
procurement by overseas companies, the globalization 
of product performance and ability to respond rapidly 
to requests of overseas markets are important.

This paper introduces characteristics of Fuji Elec-
tric’s new product series developed in response to 
market trends for instrument products, and discusses 
Fuji’s plans for future efforts.

2.	 Trends	of	Low-voltage	Distribution	Switching	
Equipment	and	Monitoring	Control	Equipment	
and	Fuji	Electric’s	approach

2.1	 Market	trends
The global market for low-voltage distribution 

switching equipment and monitoring control equip-
ment is exhibiting strong growth in India, an economi-
cally developing country representative of the BRICs 
and having a large concentration of IT information 
companies, and in China where industrial and econom-
ic activity is spreading from coastal to inland regions, 
a social infrastructure is being developed and capital 
is actively being invested in industrial equipment, and 
the economic trends of expansion in China and other 
Asian regions are expected to continue in the future.

Meanwhile, in Japan, affected by the recent sub-
prime problem in the US, the rise in crude oil prices, 
and a sudden rise in materials costs, there is a sense of 
uncertainty regarding future business conditions, but 
in the flat panel display and semiconductor industries, 
capital investment continues to be strong in equipment 
and facilities that have positioned Japan as a produc-

tion center for high-value added products.
Furthermore, in the automobile industry and the 

machinery and equipment industry, as represented by 
machine tools that support the automobile industry, 
the shifting of production sites to overseas locations 
and the participation in overseas markets is develop-
ing dynamically.  Such global investment in equipment 
and facilities is expected to continue to increase for 
each industry, both in Japan and overseas.

2.2	 Technical	trends	and	Fuji	Electric’s	approach
In order to respond accurately to the abovemen-

tioned type of market trends as a global top-level com-
ponent manufacturer, the core technical development 
necessary for globalization of instrument products 
forms a basis upon which the ascertaining of customer 
requests and trends of standards for the machinery 
and equipment industry and the electrical distribu-
tion and control panel industry in which products are 
used, the determination of the market direction, and 
the development of ongoing new standard products 
and creation of new markets will continue to be of vital 
importance.

For the instrument products used in electrical fa-
cilities and equipment in Japan, a new JIS (Japanese 
Industrial Standard) that incorporates IEC standards 
(international standards) into the JIS for individual in-
strument products has been issued, and the JIS C 8201 
series, harmonized with the IEC 60947 series, has been 
established for electromagnetic switch and molded case 
circuit breakers.  This new JIS cites both the Japanese 
domestic extended official regulations and the pub-
lic building construction standard specifications, and 
equipment designers are able to use new JIS products 
in the same manner as with conventional JIS.  The 
introduction of international standards is also expand-
ing to the general concept of safety for machinery and 
equipment.  In 2006, the Japanese “Industrial Safety 
and Health Law” was revised, and as a philosophy for 
machine safety and electrical safety, the implementa-
tion of risk assessment to diagnose risk was mandated.  
With this revision, from the designing of the machine 
type through all phases of the machine lifecycle, haz-
ards are identified and the removal or minimization of † Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd.
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risk (danger) is sought, and the concept of functional 
safety is incorporated into not only the hardware, but 
also the software, i.e., into a series of operation control 
circuits that range from operation to risk detection 
and stopping.  Fuji Electric intends to create switching 
equipment and control equipment products that in-
corporate an HMI (human-machine interface) concept 
that gives consideration to the safety of the operator 
based on the development of highly reliable and low-
voltage distribution equipment products that meet new 
JIS, IEC and UL standards.

Moreover, responding to the issue of global warm-
ing, 2008 marks the beginning of the first commitment 
period for the “Kyoto Protocol,” and countries through-
out the world are accelerating full-fledged efforts to 
reduce energy consumption.  In response to increased 
requests for recording and managing daytime and 
nighttime load fluctuations and the detailed changes 
in the usage of electric power that accompany an in-
crease or decrease in production quantity, increased 
requests for the monitoring of each production facility, 
and customer needs for both concentrated monitoring 
and dispersed monitoring of equipment in the power 
monitoring and control field, the functionality of prod-
ucts used to construct a monitoring system easily must 
be enhanced in order to support the various energy 
sources handled by customers.

Figure 1 shows the market trends and Fuji Elec-
tric’s efforts concerning its instrument product group.  
The latest new products are introduced below.

3.	 Approach	to	Low-voltage	Breakers

In 1990, Fuji Electric launched the world’s first 
“Twin Breakers” that unified the external dimensions 
of molded case circuit breakers (MCCB) and earth 
leakage circuit breakers (ELCB).  As a result of the 
tremendous response and support from our custom-
ers, this concept has become the “de facto standard” in 

Japan.  In recent years, the trend toward globalization 
in the low-voltage breaker field has accelerated as a 
result of the harmonization of the conventional JIS 
with IEC standards.  However, due to differences in 
distribution and control systems and in safety and pro-
tection concepts, the IEC standards seem to be coexist-
ing simultaneously with the UL and CSA standards.  
For this reason, manufacturers from each country had 
to provide two series of breakers to meet each of these 
standards.

In addition to providing the required performance 
of the IEC standard, the provision of the required 
performance of the UL and CSA standards, which had 
only been realized with large breakers, achieved “true 
globalization”, and in response to requests for current-
limiting interruption performance and earth leakage 
detection performance, which are highly difficult to 
realize for both standards, Fuji Electric comprehen-
sively reviewed each individual elemental technology, 
and moved forward with innovative development.  As a 
result, the 125 to 400 AF (ampere frame) “G-TWIN se-
ries” of truly global twin breakers shown in Fig. 2 was 
introduced to the market.  Consequently, the user-side 
confusion concerning the application of products in the 
global marker was resolved all at once.

The main features of the G-TWIN series are listed 
below. 

(a) While maintaining the Japanese domestic stan-
dard compact size, new JIS/IEC (Japan, Eu-
rope), GB (China) standard certification, and 
UL489 (United States) standard certification 
has been acquired for the same product (an in-
dustry-first)

(b) Applicable to 480 VAC delta circuit systems of 
UL489 

(c) Compatible with IEC 60947-2 Ed.III for ELCBs, 
ensures safety of equipment that detects ground 
faults reliably even during the loss of one phase, 
and is equipped with a dielectric test switch for 
maintenance-use (an industry-first). 

(d) Two series are provided: a G-TWIN global se-
ries that supports all standards, and a G-TWIN 
standard series that support new JIS/IEC and 
GB standards

(e) The same internal accessories can be used for 
both the 125 AF and 250 AF

Fig.1 Market trends and Fuji Electric’s efforts concerning 
instrument products

Global trends
Active investment to econo-
mically developing countries
Global environmental issues
Energy conservation

Japanese domestic 
market trends

Globalization of manufactur-
ing sites
Common products for all
countries
Enhanced concept of machine
safety
Higher level monitoring and
control
Less wiring inside control
and distribution panels

Product trends
IEC and UL internationalization
Smaller size, higher performance
Easier operability, longer life

Efforts concerning
instrument products

Electric motor controller: 
SC, new SC series

Electrical distribution devices: 
 Low-voltage circuit
 breaker, G-TWIN series,
 high-voltage breaker,
 thin multi-VCB
Control devices: 
 Command switch, 
 thin φ16 series (minico)
Power monitoring device: 
 F-MPC series link unit
Gas alarm device: Audible alarm

3P
MCCB

3P
ELCB

4P
MCCB
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ELCB

Fig.2 G-TWIN series (250 AF)
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Owing to the above characteristics, the G-TWIN 
series meets the requirements of customers consider-
ing the deployment of global sites, and are innovative 
new products that eliminate the labor and complexity 
involved in selecting equipment models, and contribute 
to an overall improvement in efficiency.

4.	 Approach	to	Operation	Indication	Devices

Fuji Electric sells operation and switching indica-
tors used in industrial machines, tooling machines, 
and control panels and distribution panels under the 
commercial name of “command switches,” and provides 
a lineup of various such products ranging from flat 
command switches to command switches for panel cut-
out dimensions of φ8 to φ30, having a high-brightness 
display functional, and also including high-function 
products equipped with an emergency stop pushbutton 
switch.

Command switches are commonly used in control 
panels and operator panels (pendants) as HMI devices 
for providing instructions to machines based on human 
judgment, and thinner type command switches are in-
creasingly being requested to support the miniaturiza-
tion of control and operation panels, while maintaining 
such basic conventional control functionality as safety 
action mechanisms and switching endurance perfor-
mance.  For this purpose, Fuji Electric has developed 
the new “minico series” of φ16 command switches that 
have a depth dimension of 28.4 mm, which is a signifi-
cant reduction in size from the 42.5 mm depth of the 
existing series of φ16 command switches.

The reduction in size of the minico series has been 
achieved by eliminating unnecessary stroke length 
of the contact actuator linked to the control part, and  
integrating contact structure.  Moreover, a click sen-
sation indicating that an operation has been made is 
also provided.  For illuminated products, a small LED, 
technology for mounting chips onto a lead frame, and 
thin reflectors were developed, and a reduction in over-
all size was realized by combining these developments.  
The main features of the minico series shown in Fig. 3 
are as follows.

(a) Simplification of wiring tasks and improved 

safety through development of sockets and pro-
tective covers usable by all switches and indica-
tor lamps

(b) Thin and high-strength lock structure and high 
brightness illumination technology enable im-
proved design of panel surface operation part

(c) Acquisition of new JIS/IEC, GB and UL/cUL 
standard certification in standard products

5.	 Approach	to	Power	Monitoring	Devices

In distribution equipment, epitomized by the rapid 
popularization of OA (office automation) device and 
information networks, based on advanced informa-
tion technologies and enabled by the automation 
and higher functionality of manufacturing equipment, 
multi-functionality and higher reliability are requested 
in order to improve the visualization of the operating 
status of equipment.  Moreover, regarding electric pow-
er energy, a reduction in the amount of future energy 
usage through more precise recording, management 
and verification of results is requested, and greater 
multi-functionality and enhanced system compatibility 
is also increasingly requested. 

Against this backdrop, Fuji Electric has developed 
the “F-MPC series” of digital multifunctional relay and 
power monitoring units, and through combining and 
integrating the multiple functions of power distribution 
equipment, aggregating multiple circuits into modular 
units and adding integrated high-voltage and low-volt-
age circuit breakers, has provided a series of high-volt-
age to low-voltage electrical distribution equipment as 
shown in Fig. 4.  As a product that meets the needs of 
the times and incorporates new technology, the F-MPC 
series has been well received in applications to new 
equipment or during the replacement of equipment, 
i.e., renewal or upgrading. 

Application fields and uses are recently being nar-
rowed and refined, and consequently a system link 

Fig.3 minico series

Power monitoring
devices F-MPC

Digital multi-func-
tion relay
F-MPC60B/50/30
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power distribution 
monitoring unit 
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Multi-circuit-type
power monitoring 
unit F-MPC04P

Single circuit-type 
power monitoring 
unit F-MPC04S

FePSU breaker 
series

Fig.4 Power monitoring devices
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unit, high/low voltage transformer panel unit and a 
transformer protection unit that achieve optimum com-
posite integration have been commercialized.  More-
over, an “F-MPC Web unit” that easily connects these 
field devices via a LAN and enables centralized man-
agement has been commercialized as a product that 
facilitates systemization.

6.	 Increased	Requests	for	Safety	Devices

The recent trends of safety standards, which are 
very influential, and Fuji Electric’s approach corre-
sponding to the abovementioned instrument products 
are described below.

6.1	 Trends	of	international	standards
In the EU (European Union), a machine directive, 

a low-voltage directive and an EMC directive have 
previously been issued, and all types of machines en-
tering the EU undergo a conformity evaluation and 
are tested based on EN standards that match each of 
the directives.  For machinery and equipment, EN 292 
that prescribes basic concepts and design principles 
relating to machine safety has been adopted as an in-
ternational safety standard and issued in 2003 as ISO 
12100 “Safety of machinery − Basic concepts, general 

principles for design”.  The gist of this standard is that 
risk assessment is performed based on the concept that 
“machinery fails and people make mistakes,” and that 
“the establishment of a risk reduction process” is re-
quired in order to create safety for the equipment and 
facilities.  From the aforementioned basic general stan-
dards concerning machinery safety, various interna-
tional safety standards have been issued including ISO 
13849-1 “Safety-related parts of control systems Part 
1: General principles for design” which was adopted as 
an international standard from EN 954-1 for machine 
system safety, IEC 60204-1 “Electrical equipment of 
machines Part 1: General requirements” for electrical 
system safety, IEC 61508 “Functional safety of electri-
cal/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related 
systems” for control system safety, etc., and the cre-
ation of comprehensive safety is of critical importance. 
(See Figs. 5 and 6.)

6.2	 Trends	of	Japanese	domestic	standards
ISO 12100, ISO 13849-1 and IEC 61508 have been 

incorporated into JIS with JIS B 9700, JIS B 9705 and 
JIS C 0508, respectively, and other international stan-
dards are sequentially being incorporated into JIS.  As 
shown in Fig. 7, in Japan, in the “Industrial Safety and 
Health Law” the “survey of risks and hazards” was cit-
ed in April 2006, and the “Guidelines for the Compre-
hensive Safety Standards of Machinery” was revised in 
July 2007.  As a result, “when new machinery or equip-
ment is installed or changed, or when a work method 
or procedure is changed” the implementation of risk 
assessment to diagnose risk is mandated, and even in 
Japan, designers, manufacturers, installers and opera-
tors of machinery and equipment must continuously 
strive to ascertain safety-related standards and techni-
cal trends, and do their best to ensure safety. 

6.3	 Control	panel	safety	system
Fuji Electric’s approach to safety for control panels 

for machinery and electrical equipment is explained 
through a description of Fuji’s product constitution 
below, using the example of IEC 60204-1, which lists 

Fig.5 New international trends in response to EU-issued 
safety directives
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requirements for the power supply isolating devices, 
overcurrent protection devices and control circuits for 
electrical equipment.
(1) Power supply isolating device

A power supply isolating device is installed for 
each input power source to a machine, and conforms 
with the isolation function prescribed in IEC 60947-2 
(JIS C 8201-2-1, 2).  As shown in Fig. 8, MCCB, ECCB 
and external operating handle of G-TWIN series stan-
dard products comply with such diverse requests as 
the provision of ① an OFF/ON indication, ② an exter-
nal operating means, and ③ a means for locking at the 
OFF (isolation) position. 
(2) Electromagnetic contactor, emergency stop push-

button switch
Control functions during a malfunction are re-

quested to “use appropriate means to reduce risk dur-
ing a malfunction” and “to provide duplexed contacts 
or the like by using a switch equipped with a positive 
opening mechanism” and so on, and Fuji Electric’s 
electromagnetic contactor “SC series” (SC-03 to SC-
N16) is equipped with a safety opening mechanism 
as a standard feature, and conforms to the “mirror 
contacts” specified in appendix F of IEC 60947-4-1.  By 
using Fuji Electric’s emergency stop pushbutton switch 
and electromagnetic contactor, a control circuit of ISO 
13489-1 safety category 3 or above and that detects 
single or multiple faults can be configured easily.  In 
particular, an emergency stop pushbutton switch is an 
operating and opening/closing device that is important 
for operator safety and machine safety, and further 
safety design improvements, including the provision 
of the customer desired operability, must be pursued 
in the future.  Figure 9 shows the evolution of the 
emergency stop pushbutton switch to support safety 
requirements.
(3) Support of control panel

Figure 10 shows the IEC 60204-1 safety require-
ments and corresponding products for the control 
panels of machinery and equipment.  As shown in the 
figure, in response to the safety requirements, Fuji 
Electric has prepared a diverse lineup of instrument 

products which also support the risk and safety catego-
ries listed in ISO 13489-1.  In the future, Fuji Electric 
will continue to develop instrument products that are 
responsive to safety needs.

7.	 Postscript

Market trends of low-voltage distribution switch-
ing equipment and monitoring control equipment and 
recently launched new products have been described, 
and Fuji Electric’s efforts involving technical trends 
have been discussed above.  Requests for systemizing 
and enhancing the safety of low-voltage distribution 
switching equipment and monitoring control equip-
ment are expected to diversify and become more so-
phisticated in the future.  Based upon these trends and 
responding to market needs with high-reliability new 
technology, and as a supplier of continuing global prod-
ucts, Fuji Electric will strive to make positive contribu-
tions worldwide, to continue to seek the opinions of our 
customers, and to realize additional improvements.

Fig.8 IEC 60204-1 requirements and conforming products Fig.9 Evolution of pushbutton switch for emergency stopping
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1.	 Introduction

Standards for individual equipment and products 
have recently been incorporating international stan-
dards at an accelerating rate, and in December 2004, 
the JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard) for molded 
case circuit breakers (MCCB) and earth leakage circuit 
breakers (ELCB) was issued as a new JIS that was con-
sistent with IEC standards, further defining the trend 
toward globalization.  Meanwhile, based on its existing 
series of twin breakers, Fuji Electric has responded to 
market needs by expanding its lineup of products con-
forming to and certified for various standards.  With a 
larger number of product varieties, however, product 
selection and purchasing become more complicated, 
and requests for improvement had also increased.

In consideration of these circumstances, Fuji Elec-
tric has developed standard and derivative models of 
125 to 400 AF (ampere frame) G-TWIN series breakers, 
a truly global series of twin breakers that conforms to 
each of the new JIS/IEC (Japan, Europe), GB (China) 
and UL (United States) standards, as well as accesso-
ries for this series. 

This paper presents an overview and describes 
features of the derivative models of the G-TWIN series 
breakers and their accessories.

2.	 G-TWIN	Series	Breakers	Accessories

Accessories attachable to the G-TWIN series break-
ers can be classified as external accessories mounted 
on the exterior of breakers and internal accessories 
mounted inside breakers.  Figure 1 shows the types 
of accessories that can be mounted on G-TWIN series 
breakers.

2.1	 External	accessories
Some of the external accessories for the G-TWIN 

series breakers support connection to various types of 
electrical wiring, some support diverse operation meth-
ods, some provide protection and include insulation, 
and so on.

(1) External operating handle
External operating handles are used for opening 

and closing the main power source in such equipment 
as semiconductor production equipment, machine tools 
and automotive production equipment.  The sale of 

Fig.1 Accessory variations

† Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd.
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which is expanding to global markets.  There is in-
creasing request for certification and compliance with 
the major global standards, and for improved safety.  
Therefore, this handle is standardized internationally 
and incorporates safety and operational improvements 
into its specifications.  Two variations have been devel-
oped: an N-type mounted directly on the main breaker 
unit and a panel-mount V-type that enables the depth 
direction to be adjusted using an extension shaft and 
is provided with a panel opening and closing function.  
Figure 2 shows the appearance of the external operat-
ing handle.

(a) Support of international standardization
1) So that a single product can be deployed in 

Japan, Europe, Asia including China, and 
North America, certification was acquired for 
CE marking (TÜV certification), CCC mark-
ing and UL/cUL listing marking, and all of 
these standards are displayed on the product.  

2) With an isolation function enabled by com-
bination with a breaker, an interlock func-
tion that prevents breaker turn-on when 
the switchboard panel is open, and the like, 
this external operating handle complies with 
the requested items for an external operat-
ing handle as specified in EN 60204-1, IEC 
60204-1 and “Electrical Standards for Indus-
trial Machinery” NFPA 79 (US).

3) In accordance with the RoHS*1 directive, the 
burden on the environment has been reduced.

(b) Improved safety
1) While coordinating the design with that of the 

existing “α-TWIN series,” consideration was 
given to preventing short circuits and earth 
faults during maintenance, and molded ma-
terial was used for the installation frame to 
increase the insulation strength.

2) Protective structure (IEC 60529, JIS C 0920)
     !  N-type handle: IP20 (IP50 with dustproof 

packing)
     ! V-type handle: IP54

(c) Improved ease of use
1)  OFF  locking mechanism
  Employing a one-touch pull-out system for 

the lock plate has improved the ease of use.  
Specifically, when the lock plate is pressed 
down at the OFF position, the lock plate will 
automatically protrude outward, thereby fa-
cilitating the locking operation.  To return the 
lock plate, the lock plate is pressed down and 
is housed and retained at the middle of the 
grip.  Locking devices used throughout the 
world, such as padlocks (3 padlocks having 
diameters of 4 to 8 mm), hasps (scissor locks) 

used in the United States, and so on can be 
attached.

2) Lock lever self-retaining function when open-
ing the panel

  When the lock plate is pressed down at the 
open position, a retaining mechanism holds 
the lock lever.  As a result of this function, 
the panel can be opened freely even when 
multiple handles are installed on the same 
board.  Figure 3 shows the structure of the ex-
ternal operating handles. 

3) Mounting compatibility with existing prod-
ucts

  Panel drilling and installation height size 

*1: RoHS is restriction of the use of certain hazardous sub-
stances  electrical and electronic equipminent in the EU 
(European Union).

Grip
Lock plate

Mounting frame 
(mold)

(a) One-touch lock plate pull-out
(protruding state)

(b) Self-retained at open position

Lock lever
retainer

Fig.3 Structure of external operating handles

Fig.4 Terminal cover for 250 AF

(a) Short terminal cover: 
block terminal 
specification

(b) Long terminal cover:
lug terminal 
specification

(c) Extra long terminal cover:
bar terminal specification

8 50 75

105

110
64

172 140

Wide shape (long type) Narrow shape (short type)

Fig.5 Terminal cover for 400 AF
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were unified with the corresponding specifi-
cations of the existing α-TWIN series.  With 
ensured compatibility for mounting, panel de-
sign and production were made more efficient.

(2) Terminal cover
The terminal cover for the G-TWIN series breakers 

was structured to be easily attachable and can be at-
tached with a one-touch operation.  The structure can 
also be fastened with screws (included in the package) 
so as to comply with the IEC standard safety require-
ment mandating that a tool be used for attaching the 
terminal cover.

The 250 AF terminal cover is available as a short-
type for connecting screw terminals directly or for con-
nection to a pillar terminal, a long-type for connecting 
lug terminals, and an extra long-type for bar terminals 
(Fig. 4).  The 125 AF terminal cover also has the same 

structure as the 250 AF terminal cover.  The 400 AF 
terminal cover is available in a wide shape for con-
necting lug terminals or a bus bar to a flat bar, and a 
narrow shape for connecting a block terminal or for de-
taching the flat bar and connecting a bus bar directly 
(Fig. 5).  Both of these structures provide protection for 
electrically charged parts.
(3) Handle lock

In order to satisfy requirements of IEC 60204-1, 
“Electrical Equipment of Machines,” the standard 
handle lock is an off-lock only handle.  The cap-method 
handle lock Q1 shown in Fig. 6 is an off-lock only prod-
uct that is compatible with overseas specifications for 
equipment and machinery.  Also, the existing plate-
type handle lock Q2 product had to be arranged with 
the breaker itself as a dedicated product, but the Q2 
for the G-TWIN series breakers shown in Fig. 7 is con-
figured so as to be mountable in the main unit of the 
standard product.

2.2	 Internal	accessories
As in the case of the main unit, internal accessories 

Padlocking device Q1

Attach
here

Padlock
installed
state

Padlocking
device Q2

Fig.6 External appearance of off-lock only padlocking device 
Q1 (125 to 250 AF)

Fig.7 External appearance of padlocking device Q2 (250 AF)

AF

100/125
225/250
400

8
8

26

α-TWIN

8

6

G-TWIN

Internal accessory variations (125 to 250 AF)

MCCB ELCB

Device that 
electrically
trips the 
MCCB and 
ELCB from a 
remote
location

Device that 
automatically
trips the MCCB 
and ELCB if the 
circuit voltage 
falls below a 
prescribed value

Terminals for 
connection to 
an internal 
accessory

Switch that 
electrically
indicates the 
ON/OFF
status of the 
MCCB and 
ELCB

External
output that 
trips
according the 
earth leakage 
of the ELCB

Switch that 
electrically
indicates the 
trip status of 
the MCCB 
and ELCB

Lead wire terminal block

Shunt trip device

Undervoltage trip device

Auxiliary switch Earth leakage 
activated output switch

Alarm switch

Fig.8 Varieties of internal accessories (125 to 250 AF)

Table 1 Number of varieties of interior accessories (compari-
son with existing α-TWIN)
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of the G-TWIN series breakers have also acquired new 
JIS, IEC, GB and UL certification, so that the same 
model may be used in all countries. 

The internal accessories utilize a mountable cas-
sette, attachable by the customer, so as to flexibly 
support changes in specifications.  With the G-TWIN 
series breakers, the internal accessories also employ 
a structure that prevents mis-mounting and improves 
the ease of attaching by a customer, and as shown in 
Table 1, there are fewer model varieties since the inter-
nal accessories can be shared among frames.  Figure 8 
shows the internal accessories common to the 125 AF 
and the 250 AF.

Features of the internal accessories are summa-
rized below.

(a) New JIS, IEC, GB and UL standard certifica-
tions have been acquired for the same structure.

(b) A structure that prevents mis-mounting im-
proves the ease of attaching by the customer.

(c) The internal accessories can be used commonly 
with both the 125 AF and 250 AF, and as a re-
sult, the number of varieties has been halved.

(d) A shunt/undervoltage trip device for the ELCB 
can be installed inside the main unit.

(e) The number of varieties has been reduced con-
siderably since the internal accessories are for 
specific 400 AF products.

(f) The earth leakage activated output switch for 
the ELCB is implemented as an internal cas-

sette instead of an externally attached struc-
ture.

(g) Internal accessories also conform to the RoHS 
directive, an environmental regulation of the 
EU. 

3.	 Derivative	Models	of	the	G-TWIN	Series	Break-
ers

A product line of derivative models, shown in Table 
2, was organized in consideration of unique applica-
tions in Japan.  As representative examples, an earth 
leakage alarm breaker and a non-auto switch are de-
scribed below.

3.1	 Earth	leakage	alarm	breaker
The earth leakage alarm breaker is a compact 

breaker equipped with both an MCCB function and an 
earth leakage protection relay function, and as shown 
in Fig. 9, the existing product was constructed with an 
earth leakage alarm unit added onto the side of the 
breaker.  With the G-TWIN series breakers, the earth 
leakage detection unit is miniaturized and installed 
internally so that the earth leakage alarm breaker has 
the same appearance as a standard product.  Also, in 
consideration of safety, the method of indicating earth 
leakage was changed from LED indication, as in the 
existing product, to mechanical type indication so that 
a record of the earth leakage history will be maintained 

MCCB
ELCB

Sum-
mary

Motor protection 
type

Protection for neutral 
line failure in single-phase 

three-wire system
Instantaneous trip Primary side of 

transformer type Non-auto switch Earth leakage 
alarm type

MCCB/ELCB
providing
overload protec-
tion for motor and 
overcurrent
protection for 
winding

MCCB/ELCB having 
neutral line failure 
protection function for 
single-phase three-wire 
circuit

Used in a motor 
circuit in combina-
tion with an MCCB 
electromagnetic
switch having only 
instantaneous trip 
characteristics, or 
used by itself in a 
semiconductor
circuit

Set to a higher 
instantaneous trip 
current than a 
breaker having 
general characteris-
tics, for the rated 
current of the 
transformer, the 
closest upper level 
can be selected

Has the structure 
of a standard 
MCCB minus the 
overcurrent trip 
element, and is 
used as a switch- 
disconnector

Compact breaker 
providing both 
an MCCB 
function and an 
earth leakage 
protection relay 
function

○

○
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Fig.9 Appearance of existing product and G-TWIN earth leak-
age alarm breaker

Fig.10 Internal connection wiring diagram for earth leakage 
circuit breaker

Table 2 List of G-TWIN series breakers derivative models
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in the case of failure of the line voltage. 
Additionally, new functions of the G-TWIN ELCB 

are also incorporated.  Specifically, the G-TWIN ELCB 
conforms to the revised IEC standard.  In order to 
provide the requested performance level of earth fault 
operation even in cases where one phase is open in 
a three-phase circuit, the power supply to the earth 
leakage detection unit was changed from the previous 
two-phase implementation to a three-phase implemen-
tation.  Figure 10 shows the circuit diagram.  Also, the 
provision of a changeover switch for dielectric testing 
has resulted in a significant improvement in operabil-
ity since there is no need to remove the ELCB wiring 
for a dielectric test during an inspection.

3.2	 Non-auto	switch
The non-auto switch has the structure of a stan-

dard MCCB minus the overcurrent trip element, and 
is used as a switch.  With the G-TWIN series breakers, 
products were built to comply with IEC 60947-3 so as 
to be usable overseas as a switch-disconnector.  Figure 
11 compares the appearance of the G-TWIN series 
breakers and an existing product.  With the G-TWIN 
series breakers, a trip button is provided on the main 
unit, and the same internal accessories as used with a 
standard breaker can be used.

4.	 Postscript

Accessories and derivative models of the G-TWIN 

series breakers have been introduced above.  In the 
future, improving the efficiency of equipment design 
and production, including domestic electric equipment, 
and the consideration of safety factors will become 
increasingly important.  The G-TWIN series breakers 
supports the various diverse requests of customers 
who have anticipated these needs.  In the future, Fuji 
Electric intends to continue to consult with customers, 
to further the expansion of accessories and derivative 
models matched to market needs, and to enhance the 
G-TWIN series breakers.

Trip button

(a) G-TWIN (b) Existing product

Fig.11 Appearance of non-auto switch
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Latest Expansion of Command Switch 
Product Line and its Technology

1.	 Introduction

Operating switches and indicator lamps used in 
various machines and equipment must be able to com-
municate information between humans and machines 
quickly and accurately.  Fuji Electric continues to 
sell various types of operation switches and indicator 
lamps under the commercial product name of “com-
mand switches,” and these products have been well 
received by Fuji’s customers.  Standard cutouts in a 
command switch panel range from φ8 to φ30.  In re-
cent years, control panels and operation panels have 
become smaller in size, and together with the growing 
popularity of teaching pendants, the demand for φ16 
panel cutouts is increasing remarkably.

This paper describes the features and relevant 
technology of Fuji Electric’s new products, as typified 
by the new φ16 command switch.

2.	 Specifications	and	Features	of	New	φ16	Com-
mand	Switch

The command switch product series is as shown in 
Table 1 for φ8 to φ30 panel cutouts.  In terms of func-
tions, the command switches are classified as operating 
switches (having a model number beginning with the 
letter “A”) and indicator lamps (having a model num-
ber beginning with the letter “D”).  Additionally, the 
cutout shapes are classified as round-hole type (symbol 
R) and rectangular-hole types (symbol F).  Accordingly, 
there is a large variety of command switch products.  
In particular, the operating switches have the emer-
gency stop pushbutton function of high-end products, 
and an operating shape that satisfies the needs of 
many customers.

Figure 1 shows the appearance of representative 
models of the new φ16 command switches.  Figure 
1(a) shows a comparison of the installed condition of 
the AH165 series, AR16 series and the AF16 series, 
respectively from top to bottom, as viewed from the 
side of the panel.  In response to customers’ requests 
for reduced wiring space, the AR16 series (known as 

the “minico series”) was developed.  The AR16 series 
adopted an integrated contact structure, and its depth 
dimension is much smaller than the existing AH165 
series.  The AF16 series was developed in response to 
requests for a more elegant design of the control panel 
surface.  Figure 1(b) shows the external appearance, as 
viewed from the panel surface, of the AR16 series and 

Fig.1 New φ16 command switch model series

† Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd.

−
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size

φ30

φ22

φ12

φ10
φ8

φ16
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−
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Flush
rectangular
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Flush round
thin type
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thin type

AR30 model
DR30 model

AH125 model
AH124 model
AH10 model
AH08 model

AR22 model
DR22 model
AM22 model
DM22 model

Model

AH165
model
AH164
model

Present

AR16
model
DR16
model

AF16
model
DF16
model

New
Panel
cutout

φ30.5

φ22.3

φ12.1

φ19.2

φ10.1
φ8.1

φ16.2

24.2 × 19.2

   19.2

Use

Switch-
board,

machine
tool,

industrial
machinery,

etc.

Small 
equipment 

such as 
measuring 

instruments

(a) Panel side (b) Panel surface

Table 1 Types of command switches
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the AF16 series. 
The new φ16 command switches can be selected 

from various illuminated pushbutton switches, push-
button switches, knob selector switches, key selector 
switches, and indicator lamps.  Additionally, the shape 
of the operating portion (round, square, rectangular), 
switching action (momentary, alternate), button color 
(green, red, orange, yellow, blue, milk-white, black) 
and number of contacts (1c, 2c) may be combined with 
these types of command switches.  Table 2 lists the 
main ratings, performance and specifications.

The φ22 panel cutout-size AM22VME, an emergen-
cy stop switch having a mechanical indication mecha-
nism has been developed, by adding variations of the 
front-mounting type AM22 series were expanded.  In 
its normal state, this switch displays the color green at 
three window locations (see Fig. 2(a)).  However, in the 
state where the emergency stop switch has been oper-
ated, the color displayed from the three window loca-
tions changes from green to red (see Fig. 2(b)).  Thus, 
the characteristic feature of this switch is improved 

visibility. 
Details of the new φ16 command switch are de-

scribed below.

2.1	 Reduction	of	panel-mounting	depth	with	integrated	
contact	structure
The existing AH165 series has a depth of 42.5 mm 

from the panel to the tip of the contact terminals and 
the lamp terminals.  On the other hand, the new AR16 
series has a similar depth dimension of 28.4 mm for all 
products (pushbutton switch, selector switch, indicator 
lamp).  This reduction in depth was realized with the 
following two achievements: the realization of an inte-
grated contact structure and the elimination of unnec-
essary strokes for parts coupled to the operating part.

2.2	 High	brightness	LED
A high brightness LED was newly developed as the 

power source for the illuminated pushbutton switch 
and the indicator lamp.  The AR16 series and the AF16 
series consume approximately 25% less power than 
the existing AH165 series.  Brightness was increased 
by approximately 30%, however, so that visibility was 
improved for the illuminated pushbutton switch and 
the indicator lamp.  Table 3 compares the specifications 
between the new high brightness LED and the existing 
LED.

2.3	 IP65	oil	resistant	protective	structure
By increasing the air tightness of the internal 

structure of the AR16 series and the AF16 series, the 
requirements for an IP65 protective structure have 
been met.  Accordingly, the AR16 and the AF16 series 
are usable in environments where oil is used for ma-
chine tools and the like.  To realize this IP65 oil resis-
tant protective structure, the following internal struc-

Item

250 V AC/DC

At 220 V AC and 0.7 A: At least 100,000 times
1,200 times/hr (utilization rate: 40%)

2,000 V AC, 1 minute

− 10 to + 55 °C, (no freezing, no condensation)
IP65 oil resistance protection (dust proof type, jet proof type)

28.4 mm
35.9 mm

Resonance test: amplitude width 0.1 mm, frequency 10 to 55 Hz
Steady state oscillation endurance test: amplitude width 3 mm, frequency 16.7 Hz

Mis-operation: 100 m/s2

Durability: 500 m/s2

2,000 V AC, 1 minute

At least 100 MΩ (with 500 V DC dielectric tester)

(Illuminated) pushbutton switch

Momentary action: At least 1 million times
Alternate action: At least 250,000 times

Manual return: At least 250,000 times
Auto return: At least 250,000 times

Selector switch Indicator lamp

−

−

−
−

Mechanical

Electrical

Between live part 
and ground
Between live parts
of different polarity

AR16 series
AF16 series

Rated insulation voltage

Insulation resistance

Ambient environment for usage
Protective structure

Resistance to vibration

Open/close frequency

Endurance

Resistance to impact

Depth dimension

Withstand voltage

Table 2 Main ratings, performance and specifications of the new φ16 command switch

Fig.2 Emergency stop switch with mechanical indicator

(a) Normal state (b) When switch has moved
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tures were developed.  In a pushbutton switch, a pack-
ing ring structure that ensures a 3 mm stroke, and the 
fixed shape thereof, were developed.  Additionally, in a 
selector switch, a packing ring structure having good 
durability against rotational operation was developed.

2.4	 Support	of	internationalization
In the AR16 series and the AF16 series, IEC and 

C-UL certification were acquired for standard products.  
Additionally, in order to expand into China whose mar-
ket has been growing rapidly in recent years, GB certi-
fication was also acquired for those standard products.

2.5	 Socket	lineup
Sockets and protectors usable in both the AR16 se-

ries and the AF16 series were developed as accessories.  
As a result, handling by the customer and wiring work 
have been simplified.

3.	 Development	of	New	φ16	Command	Switch

3.1	 Development	of	contact	element	by	using	simulation	
technology
In reducing the depth of the command switch, the 

following three technical challenges were identified for 
realizing a contact element having a small snap action 
structure.
(1) Snap action structure that provides a sufficient 

operating feel 
Figure 3 shows the change in force when the color 

cap of the pushbutton switch is moved.  The snap ac-
tion creates points of force change in both the push and 
the return operations.  An operator senses this change 
as the operating feel.  The operating feel is an impor-
tant property for providing optimum operability and 
preventing mis-operation. 

The new contact element has external dimensions 
of 4.4(W) × 12.8(D) × 16.6(H) (mm) and is extremely 
small.  Accordingly, the structure was realized with a 

detailed study using 3D-CAD. (See Fig. 4(a).)
(2) Mechanical durability more than 1 million opera-

tions
As is shown in Fig. 4(a), the new contact element 

uses an extension spring to obtain the required contact 
force.  This extension spring attaches to a hook provid-
ed on a lever component and to a hook provided on a 
movable contact, and expands and contracts according 
to the snap action.  In order to satisfy the switch speci-
fication requirement for mechanical durability more 
than 1 million operations, the structure was designed 
using 3D-CAD and stress analysis was performed for 
the coupled lever and the movable contact.  Figure 4(b) 
is an example of a contour diagram that examines the 
reduction of stress in the hook part of the movable con-
tact.
(3) Realization of high contact reliability

In the field of small switches, such as φ16 com-
mand switches, the realization of high contact reliabil-
ity with a minimum switching capacity of 5 V 1 mA is 

Fig.3 Change of operating force on pushbutton switch (mo-
mentary action)

Fig.4 Design considerations for snap action structure

Specification item

LED type
(24 V rated product,
green color)

Power consumption 
(24 VDC product)

Rated voltage

Brightness peak on sur-
face of color cap (green)

LED color varieties

Command
switch type
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pushbutton
switch
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lamp

New product

DR6L695-EG

AR16FON, etc.
AF16FON, etc.

DR16FON, etc.
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1,800 cd/m2
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AHX695-24G

5, 6, 12, 24 V DC

0.37 W

1,340 cd/m2

Green, red,
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AH165-TL, etc.

AH165-ZT, etc.

Table 3 LED comparison between new series and existing 
series
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wherein as a result of operation of this lever, the mov-
able contact performs a snap action at the point where 
the force of the pushing operation changes. 

Additionally, the extension spring, which is an es-
sential component of the snap action mechanism, not 
only provides simple expansion and contraction, but is 
also coupled to the inverting operation of the movable 
contact, and its orientation changes.  By observing the 
above behavior, we were able to determine that there 
is no obstruction due to impact with the coil part or the 
like.

3.2	 Illuminated	structure	developed	by	using	simulation	
technology
One development challenge for the new φ16 com-

mand switch was how to illuminate the “OFF”, “ON” 
and other lettering printed on the inside of the color 
cap so as to be clearly visible to the operator.  In order 
to overcome this challenge, we established the goal of 
developing an illuminated state with no light uneven-
ness when viewed from the front face of the color cap 
on the panel surface.  In particular, a light transmit-
ting reflector and scattering plate structure were add-
ed to disperse light smoothly from the center to the tip 
of the color cap which receives light emitted from the 
newly developed high brightness LED. 
(1) Design of reflector and scattering plate by simula-

tion
We set about to quantify the illuminated state.  

Several proposed shapes of the reflector and scattering 
plate were analyzed using optical simulation.  Figure 6 
is an example analysis that shows a contour diagram 
of the intensity of light emitted from the LED as seen 
from the front face of the color cap.  A diagram of the 
intensity along a horizontal line passing through the 
center of the color cap is also shown.  In this diagram, 
the combination of the reflector and scattering plate 
has not been optimized and “light unevenness” can be 

an important performance.  Accordingly, a structure 
capable of ensuring the sliding distance of the contact 
was sought.  By ensuring a large sliding distance of the 
contact, the oxidation film and sulfuration film gener-
ated on the contact surface are destroyed, and stable 
contact resistance is obtained.  Similarly, a control 
relay having high contact reliability uses the elasticity 
of a leaf spring so that after making contact, the con-
tact angle changes, and such a relay typically exhibits 
a sliding distance of 5 μm or more.  In this structure, 
the movable contact is a rigid body, and the common 
terminal supporting the hinge of the movable contact 
is designed to be an elastic structure so that the de-
sired amount of contact sliding is obtained.  Figure 4(c) 
shows an example simulation of the horizontal dis-
tance traveled by a pointed contact tip moving from the 
contact start to the contact end.  Moreover, the figure 
shows a graph of the transition in sliding distance up 
to 10 ms after the start of contact. 

Figure 5 shows the behavior observed using a 
high-speed camera of the sliding distance of a movable 
contact in a snap action operation.  As a result, it was 
determined that the movable contact was sliding in an 
actual device.  When the lever in the upper right-hand 
corner of this figure is moved in the vertical direction, 
the distance of motion of this operation corresponds to 
the operating stroke of Fig. 3.  Figure 5 shows a series 
of processes of the inversion from the initial ON state 
of the b-contact initial to the ON state of the a-contact, 

Fig.5 Observation of behavior of snap action structure

b-contacts ON Movable contact Lever

Standard
position

Snap action in-progress

a-contacts ON

Distance from
standard
position

Distance from 
standard
position

(a) Contour diagram

(b) Horizontal line analysis

Fig.6 Analysis of illumination intensity by optical simulation
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seen.  Characteristics of the case when “light uneven-
ness” exists can be understood as follows.

(a) There is a large difference in illumination be-
tween the center part and the tip.

(b) There is a large change in intensity between the 
−3 mm and + 3 mm positions of the graph’s hori-
zontal axis (corresponding to the outer periphery 
of the internal LED). 

From the proposed shapes of the reflector and scat-
tering plate, a shape that results in no light uneven-
ness was selected.  Additionally, the illuminated state 
was quantified, partially based on the results of spec-
tral ray tracing analysis that resolved the light into 
many light rays and analyzed the trajectory of the indi-
vidual light rays.  Based on these analyses, the shapes 
of the reflector and scattering plate were determined.
(2) Measurement to verify effectiveness of reflector 

and scattering plate combination
To evaluate the developed products, brightness at 

the color cap surface for each of the six colors was mea-
sured using the latest brightness meter.  The results 
showed that the new product achieved high brightness, 
with peak brightness values of 110 to 130% compared 
to those of the existing AH165 series.  Figure 7 shows 
brightness measurement results for the new command 
switch and the existing AH165 series as viewed from 
the front face of the color cap (green).  As in the case 
of the simulation, the brightness along horizontal and 
vertical lines passing through the center of the color 
cap is shown graphically.  As a result, the appropriate-
ness of the illuminated state determined by simulation 
and the shapes of the reflector and scattering plate 

were verified.  Also, energy savings was achieved with 
an approximate 25% reduction in power consumption 
compared to the existing AH165 series. 

4.	 Postscript

With the new φ16 command switches, Fuji Electric 
has developed a new series having such characteristics 
as small size, high brightness and wire savings, and 
has used the latest analysis software and measuring 
instruments to realize an improved operating feel for 
the contact element and improved visibility for the 
LED.  Fuji Electric intends to continue to develop hu-
man-machine interface products that support new 
customer needs and that seek the appeal of such sensa-
tions as operability and visibility.

(a) New φ16 command switch (b) Existing AH165 series

Fig.7 Example of measurement with brightness meter (green 
color cap)
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Latest Expansion of F-MPC Series 
Power Protection & Monitoring 
Equipment and its Technology

1.	 Introduction

To maintain and manage a power distribution 
facility, various protective relays and indicators have 
been used.  The elemental technology employed by the 
measurement and protection functions of such power 
distribution equipment has evolved from induction 
type (mechanical), to static type (transistor and analog 
circuit) and then to digital type (digital and software 
computation) technology, which is the method most 
widely used at present. 

Capable of maintaining stable characteristics even 
after long-term use and having high accuracy of mea-
surement and low deterioration of characteristics, digi-
tal technology came into use as higher levels of reliabil-
ity and stability were requested due to the larger loss 
and greater severity of consequences due to unforeseen 
trouble with the supply of power as a result of trends 
toward (1) advanced information as typified by the sud-
den proliferation of OA equipment and data networks, 
and (2) the increased automation and higher function-
ality of manufacturing equipment.  Moreover, in the 
power distribution equipment that forms the basis for 
the supply of power, greater visibility of the equipment 
operating state and a higher level of monitoring reli-
ability through the use of networking technology were 
also required.

Furthermore, in response to the imminent problem 
of global warming, a reduction in the amount of future 
energy usage by verifying the recording, managing 
and verifying the results of more precise usage quanti-
ties is requested, and greater multi-functionality and 
enhanced system compatibility of power distribution 
equipment is also increasingly requested.

In response to these requests, Fuji Electric has 
developed the F-MPC series of digital multifunctional 
relay and power monitoring units, and through com-
bining the multiple functions of power distribution 
equipment, aggregating multiple circuits into modular 
units and adding integrated high-voltage and low-volt-
age circuit breakers, has provided a series of power 
distribution equipment as shown in Fig. 1, suitable for 

applications ranging from high-voltage to low-voltage.  
Incorporating functions and new technologies that sup-
port the needs of the times, the F-MPC series has been 
well-received in applications involving new equipment 
or during the replacement of equipment, i.e., renewal 
or upgrading. 

On the other hand, products developed in response 
to such types of wide-ranging requests, uses and ap-
plications and that incorporate multiple functions are 
often cumbersome to use, and a narrowing and refine-
ment of the functions is requested.  In consideration 
thereof, this paper narrows and refines these applica-

Fig.1 Configuration of F-MPC series of power monitoring 
instruments in a power distribution facility

† Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd.

New-Auto V 
(VCB built into CT)

Single-circuit power 
monitoring unit
(F-MPC04S)

Multi-circuit power monitoring unit (F-MPC04P)

High-voltage power
distribution panel

Digital multi-function relay
F-MPC50/60B

Low-
voltage

FePSU breaker with
measurement function

Integrated power monitoring unit (F-MPC04)

Low-voltage power
distribution panel

Low-voltage power
distribution panel

Power distribution
panel
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tion fields and uses, and introduces the latest models 
of a series that includes a system link unit, a high/low 
voltage transformer panel unit and a transformer pro-
tection unit.  The F-MPC Web Unit, capable of easily 
connecting these field devices via a LAN and enabling 
unified management, is also introduced as a product 
that facilitates systemization.

2.	 Expanded	Lineup	of	Digital	Multifunctional	
Relays

2.1	 F-MPC50	grid-interconnection	unit
Amid the increasing severity of the global warm-

ing problem, the Japanese national project known 
as “Team Minus 6 Percent” and other initiatives are 
furthering activities to promote energy conservation 
and deregulation of electric power.  Moreover, as tar-
gets are set for reducing CO2 emissions and the scope 
of mandatory management is expanded in accordance 
with the revision of the “Act Concerning Rationaliza-
tion of Energy Usage” (Energy Conservation Act) in 

Japan, an increasing number of users are installing 
dispersed power supplies. 

In particular, at plants and large-scale commercial 
facilities where large amounts of energy are consumed, 
energy savings is being promoted through the use of 
dispersed power sources such as wind power genera-
tors, photovoltaic generators, GHPs (gas heat pumps), 
micro gas turbines and the like.

With the progress of electric power deregulation, 
power supplied from a continuous power system and 
dispersed power sources can be used simultaneously, 
and the installation of dispersed power sources is being 
promoted. 

When such dispersed power sources are “grid-in-
terconnected” with coexisting power supplied from a 
power company, certain prescribed protection func-
tions are essential.  Fuji Electric has developed the 
F-MPC50 series of grid-interconnection units provided 
with both the necessary protection functions for a grid-
interconnection protection system that assumes there 
is no backward flow (power is not being sold) and the 
measurement functions necessary for the control of a 
dispersed power source in a grid-interconnection with 
high-voltage incoming power using the aforementioned 
type of dispersed power source. 
(1) Specifications of the F-MPC50 grid-interconnec-

tion unit
Table 1 lists the specifications of the grid-intercon-

nection unit.
Leveraging the characteristics of a digital multi-

function relay, a communication function is provided 
that enables multiple protection relay elements, vari-
ous types of measurement functions, an analog output 
(transducer) function for measured power values, and 
the construction of a monitoring system.

Fig.2 Applied configuration example (using PCS, no backward 
flow)

Table 1 Specifications of the F-MPC50 grid-interconnection 
unit

Item

Control power 
source voltage
Frequency

Protection
elements

Current
(CT secondary)
Voltage
(VT secondary)

100 V/110 V DC, 110 V/220 V AC common use

50/60 Hz (dual-use, setting selection)

5 A AC (phase current), 110 V AC (line voltage)

Allowable power
outage time

Operation continues for 2 s in the case of power
outage from control power source of 170 V AC

Reverse power (RPR), underpower (UPR),
overvoltage ground (OVGR), demand power

Measurement
functions

Transducer

Pulse output

Communication
function

RMS value (voltage, current, zero-phase
voltage), frequency, active power, reactive

power, power factor, demand (current, active
power), active energy, reactive energy

Active power output: 2 points
Output pattern selectable from the following:
(1) 4 to 20 mA/ 0 to 100% (100% = 953 W)
(2) 2.4 to 20 mA/−10 to + 100% (100% = 953 W)
(3) 4 to 20 mA/ 0 to 100% (100% = 833 W)
Active energy, open collector output and
output pattern selectable from the following:
(1) 10nkWh/pulse (n = − 2 to + 4)
(2) 2,000 pulses/kWh
(3) 10,000 pulses/kWh
(4) 12,000 pulses/kWh
Standard: EIA RS-485
No. of attachable stations: 32 units max 
              (including master)
Address setting: 01 to 99
Transfer speed: 4,800/9,600/19,200
Data format: Start bit, stop bit = 1 (fixed) 

Data length 7/8 bits
Parity none/even/odd

Protocol: F-MPC-Net
External dimen-
sions, mass 165 (W) × 131 (D) × 192 (H) (mm), 1.4 kg

ZPD: Specified for combined devices
ZPD-2 (made by Fuji Electric)

Zero
phase
voltage

ZPD
method

Specification

VT

INV

Necessary relays for high-voltage incoming power

ZCT
ZPD

CB

CB

CT

CT

NC

DGR

F-MPC50 grid-interconnection
unit

OVGR
RPR
UPR
Active
power

PCS

Equipment protection, control

Output
adjust-
ment

Low-voltage coupling protection
and island detection

(Island detection)
Passive method
Active method

VT

Low-
voltage

OCR

Power generation facility

UVR, OVR
UFR, OFR

Gate
circuit
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(2) Applicable system and required functions
Assuming there is no backward flow, Fig. 2 shows 

the system configuration and required protection func-
tions in the case where the dispersed power sources are 
connected to the low-voltage side and grid-interconnec-
tion is implemented on the high-voltage side.

Recent dispersed power sources have a PCS (power 
conditioner system) on the power generator equipment 
side, and with this PCS, realize protection functions 
(islanding detection, over voltage, over current, under 
voltage) that can be implemented on the low-voltage 
side to which the power generating facility is con-
nected. 

According to the “grid-interconnection code” of the 
JEA (Japan Electric Association), in the case where 
a PCS is used and there is no backward flow, grid-
interconnection on the high-voltage side additionally 
requires a reverse power relay, an overvoltage ground 
relay, and an undervoltage relay as a protection func-
tions at the point of common coupling.  Moreover, 
at a power generating facility, in the case where the 
consumer-side load is small and the power generation 
is clearly excessive, measurement of the load power at 
the receiving point and a process that does not gener-
ate power is necessary.

Manufacturers that provide these types of dis-
persed power sources must add individual devices 
such as a protective relay and transducer to the PCS 
and construct a grid-interconnection dispersed power 
source system.  In order to realize these functions in a 
single unit, the newly developed F-MPC50 grid-inter-
connection unit enables a streamlined system, a sig-
nificant reduction in size of the equipment casing, and 
realizes an overall cost reduction for the system.

2.2	 F-MPC50	high/low	voltage	transformer	panel	unit
Figure 3 shows the skeletal configuration of a 

high/low voltage transformer panel constructed with 
conventional devices, and an example of an integrated 
replacement using the F-MPC series.  As a disconnect-
ing device for the main circuit, a high-voltage vacuum 
circuit breaker (VCB) is used with a large capacity 
transformer of approximately 500 kVA or higher, and a 
fuse-switch combination is typically used with smaller 
transformers.  As measuring instruments, in addition 
to an ammeter, watt hour meters are also being in-
stalled recently for the purpose of assessing the energy 
usage amount and managing energy savings.  Also, on 
the secondary side of the transformer, with the aim of 
monitoring deterioration in the insulation of a low-volt-
age distribution cable, leakage relays are being used 
for monitoring the leakage current of B-type grounding 
wire on the secondary side of the transformer. 

The F-MPC50 high/low transformer panel-use unit 
integrates overload, overcurrent and low-voltage side 
leakage relays and meter functions so that the num-
ber of devices and the wiring between devices can be 
reduced significantly when used in combination with a 
high-voltage VCB.  Moreover, earth leakage monitoring 
of the low-voltage earth leakage wire on the secondary 
side of the transformer, a characteristic feature of this 
device, enables monitoring of not only the current level, 
but also enables preventative maintenance for diagnos-
ing deterioration trends according to continuous cur-
rent trends with upper level monitoring equipment.  
Furthermore, similar monitoring on the smaller ca-
pacity transformer side that used a load break switch 
(LBS) is also economically viable, and an upgraded ver-
sion of the software for the F-MPC04S field device has 
been developed and prepared as a series product.  Table 
2 lists a functional summary of these devices.

Y

High-voltage

VCB
Conventional devices 
and connections Conventional

devices and 
connections

VT VT

50/51 Wh

Wh pulse, A/TD

(Renewal) (Renewal)
Low-voltageLow-voltage

F-MPC50 high/low-voltage
transformer panel-use unit Single-circuit power

monitoring unit (F-MPC04S)

ELR: leakage relay

LBS

With PF

ELR

WhW

A0

A
W APF

ELR A0

Y
Y

Fig.3 Example of high/ low transformer panel configured with 
conventional devices, and replacement using the F-MPC 
series

Item

Combined devices

Leakage current measure-
ment,
Electric leakage relay 
specification values

Measurement range: 0 to 2,000 mA
Electric leakage relay, Electric
leakage pre-alarm 0 to 2,000 mA
adjustable
With function for recording 
historical max. value of leakage
current demand

Protec-
tion

Alarm

Measu-
rement

F-MPC50 F-MPC04S
VCB
○

○ (Iob)
○

○ (Iob)
○

LBS

○ (Iob/Io)
○

○ (Iob/Io)
○

○ ○

○ ○

○ (Iob) ○ (Iob/Io)

50, 51
Low-voltage ELR
OC alarm
OCG alarm
Voltage × 3

Leakage current, 
Demand leakage
current
Power, Electric
energy, Reactive
power, Power factor

Current,
Demand
current × 3

Table 2 Specifications of F-MPC units for use with transformer 
panel
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2.3	 F-MPC60B	transformer	protection	unit
The F-MPC60B series has been expanded with the 

addition of a ratio-differential relay model for trans-
former protection.  The F-MPC60B series of digital 
multifunction relays provide full redundancy of the 
main relay and fail safe relay CPU.  The F-MPC60B 
transformer protection unit is capable of protecting a 
three-phase double-winding transformer, and an ap-
plication overview and specifications are shown in Fig. 
4 and Table 3, respectively.  A secondary harmonic 
current suppression function is provided to prevent 
unwanted operation due to the transformer’s inrush 
current, and by adapting the harmonic current sup-
pression to the three-phase total circuitry current, 
enhanced reliability with regard to the prevention of 
unwanted operation can be realized.

3.	 F-MPC	Web	Unit

With the goal of centrally managing the measure-

ment and monitoring data from the F-MPC series of 
field devices, the field devices and a PC are connected 
via a field network, and monitoring data is collected in 
the PC.  Conventionally, with the F-MPC series, mea-
surement and monitoring data is collected and man-
aged with the F-MPC-Net software package running 
on the PC that collects data using a proprietary pro-
tocol via a RS-485 interface, used as a field network, 
which is highly resistant to noise and for which wiring 
is easily routed

Meanwhile, LANs (Ethernets*1) are becoming pop-
ular as networks suitable for collecting large quantities 
of data, and large quantities of data can be monitored 
easily and inexpensively by uploading power monitor-
ing data via a LAN into a PC.  For this purpose, Fuji 
Electric has developed the F-MPC Web unit that easily 
configures a power monitoring system by converting 
and connecting the RS-485 interface, provided as stan-
dard with the F-MPC series, to a LAN.

A consequence of using a PC to collect the measure-
ment and monitoring data is that the PC must operate 
24 hours per day.  Also, a server function is needed in 
order to access the collected monitoring data on each 
PC connected to the LAN.  In a large-scale system with 
many monitoring points, the installation of a 24-hour-
per-day operational server and system operation to 
centrally manage large quantities of data are becom-
ing widespread.  However, in medium- and small-scale 
power monitoring systems with few monitoring points, 
the installation of a new server is often viewed as dif-
ficult from the standpoints of cost and reliability.

For this reason, the functionality of the F-MPC 
Web unit was expanded, and functions were added for 
collecting monitoring data from medium- and small-
scale systems having up to 256 monitoring points and 
then transmitting the collected monitoring data to a 
PC connected to a LAN (power monitor Web page func-
tion).  Figure 5 shows the system configuration.

The main characteristics of the F-MPC Web unit 
are as follows.
(1) Power monitor Web server function

F-MPC Web unit has the Web server function of 
the power monitoring screen shown in Table 4, and the 
power monitoring screen can be accessed from a web 
browser running on a PC.
(2) Setting utility having auto setting function

The F-MPC Web unit is provided with a setting 
utility that automatically recognizes F-MPC series 
devices connected via a RS-485 interface and automati-
cally creates, with minimum operation, web pages suit-
able for individual system configurations.  Using this 
setting utility, detailed settings, such as demand moni-
toring and alarm monitoring, can be implemented.
(3) Data accumulation function with daily, monthly 

and yearly reports

Fig.4 Overview of F-MPC60B transformer protection unit

Table 3 Specifications of the transformer protection unit

T.C

3 × CT (5 A)

3 × CT (5 A)
3 × CT (5 A)

Ratio-differential
relay

87RDf 87HOC Ad, ,

Item

Applied transformer

Rating

Protec-
tion

Control power
source
Frequency
CT2 rated
current

Ratio-differ-
ential
(87RDf)

Differential
circuit
over current
(87HOC)

Specification
2-winding transformer,
3-winding transformer

Operating
current

sensitivity
Ratio

characteristics
Secondary
harmonic
current

suppression

30% or more of reference
current setting

30%, 40%, 50%
(selectable)

Id > current
setting value

Does not operate at 
greater than 15 or 25%
(selectable) of secondary

harmonic current

2.0 to 10.0 × the value of
the reference current

stabilization (Step 1.0)

100/200 V DC (80 to 286 V DC)
100 V AC (85 to 132 V AC)

50 Hz or 60 Hz

5 A

Operating
type

Current
stabilization

*1: Ethernet is a registered trademark of Fuji Xerox Corpo-
ration.
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Daily, monthly and yearly reports can be stored 
in internal memory.  The stored daily, monthly and 
yearly reports can be accessed with a Web browser, 
and transmitted as CSV-format files.
(4) Compact dimensions

The F-MPC Web unit has the dimensions of 100 
(W) × 56 (D) × 70 (H) (mm), and can be attached to a 
standard distribution board and to a DIN rail, and 
is compatible with control power sources of 100 to 
240 VAC.
(5) Scalable to large-size systems

Each F-MPC Web unit can monitor up to 256 
points, and if there are more than 256 points, mul-
tiple F-MPC Web units may be used or the F-MPC-Net 
package that supports large-size systems of up to 6,000 
points may be installed.

4.	 Postscript

To support customer needs, the new models of the 
F-MPC series introduced above have been optimized 
and commercialized based on Fuji Electric’s distribu-
tion, protection, control and monitoring technology.  
As the global infrastructure is digitized and networks 
proliferate, needs will diversify and higher reliability 
will be required.  In the future, a diagnostic function 
is planned for each of these models, and Fuji Electric 
intends to continue to advance timely products.

Graph of
electrical energy

F-MPC
Web unit

F-MPC
50/60

F-MPC
50/60

F-MPC
04S

F-MPC
04S

RS-485
communi-

cation

FePSU

F-MPC04 F-MPC04P

On-premises LAN

Daily report of
electric energy

Trend
graph

Fig.5 System configuration of F-MPC Web unit

Type of 
monitoring screen
Power monitoring
screen

Trend monitoring
screen

Display of daily, monthly
and annual power graphs

Displays analog trend graphs of
current, voltage and the like at
2-hour, 4-hour, 1-day and 5-day

intervals.

Screen summary Auto
creation

Supported

Measurement
value display
screen
Time setting
screen
Demand
monitoring screen

Display of list of measurement
values for each circuit

Setting of internal time for
F-MPC Web unit

Can monitor power demand
for up to 2 points

Supported

Supported

Power factor
monitoring
screen

Display of analog trend graph of
power factor at 2-hour, 4-hour,

1-day and 5-day intervals.

Alarm list screen
Alarm display when preset

alarm threshold value is
exceeded (mail notification is

also supported)

Supported

−

−

Group power
Displays comparative graphs of
power for already categorized

groups and sub-groups
−

Supported

Table 4 Contents of power monitoring Web screen displays
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